Evidence on extracellular dopamine level in rat striatum: implications for the validity of quantitative microdialysis.
Microdialysis zero-net-flux (ZNF) method is commonly used to monitor drug-induced changes in neurotransmitter baseline and release/uptake processes. Recent studies in this field suggest that microdialysis ZNF method seriously underestimates the resting concentration of extracellular dopamine in the rat neostriatum because probe implantation preferentially damages nearby dopamine release sites and that dopamine uptake inhibition increases the relative recovery of dopamine by microdialysis. This study assessed the validity of these claims by examining current data on extracellular dopamine levels at rest and after drug application obtained by voltammetry, a technique thought to induce less tissue disruption than microdialysis. To obtain the extracellular baseline value for dopamine from the evoked overflow data, we modified the existing dopamine kinetic model to suit both the resting and stimulated circumstances. It was found that dopamine uptake inhibition did in fact decrease the microdialysis relative recovery of dopamine, implying that the average basal extracellular dopamine level is within the range of 7-20 nm in rat striatum. This study concludes that the microdialysis ZNF method indeed underestimates the extracellular dopamine concentration, although not by as much as had been thought. Chronic microdialysis damages both neurotransmitter release and uptake, but it does so in a somewhat relative and proportional way for both processes. Thus the validity of the microdialysis ZNF method is not seriously undermined.